















Japan Overseas Cooperation Volunteers：




Ohji Elementary School, Akashi City, Hyogo
青年海外協力隊　平成２２年度１次隊　小学校教諭
Teacher in Elementary School, Heisei 22th-1st Batch,
Japan Overseas Cooperation Volunteers
Abstract：What is the most significant factor in overseas cooperation?
　　　　　This research note is about the agenda of the Japanese Overseas Cooperation 
Volunteers in the Philippines focusing on the improvement of education of sciences 
and mathematics.
　　　　　One factor that in the Philippines seems to lower the motivation of the students and 
their scores in TIMSS tests, is that the teaching of sciences and mathematics is done 
in English and not in their mother tongue. But it is not main factor for the problems. 
　　　　　In order to achieve this goal in a developing country, one should not focus on 
teaching aids brought by the volunteers, but rather on inherent factors such as 
motivation and local teaching techniques. The big breakthrough is trough BAGONG 
（anagram for the six folowing focusing points）： B （for the corect use of the 
black/white board）, A （for Asking questions）, G （for Good use of the visual media）, 
O （for Observation and understanding of the students' circumstances）, N （for Nice 
review and preparation of the lessons at home） and G （for Giving praise as a reward）. 
　　　　　Empowerment of the BAGONG recommendations in developing countries reveals 
itself as an important cue in the approach, not only of sciences and mathematics 
education in the Philippines, but is also valid for any subject of education in any 




































数科教育開発研究所（University of the Philippines-National 
Institute for Science and Mathematics Education Development.
以下，UP-NISMED）内に，理数科教師訓練センター




































ト，SMEMDP（Science and Mathematics Manpower 
Development Project）が開始され，JICA技術専門家と青






































































Work，②Asking Question，③Good Visual Aid，④Operation 








































































































（Juliet B. Calinao, Merly Pula, Je-an Occenola, Rizza Lynn Bulanon（2012）‘The Efect of using BAGONG Rules in 





























































































８）Juliet B. Calinao, Merly Pula, Je-an Occenola and 
Rizza Lynn Bulanon （２０１２）The Efect of using 
BAGONG Rules in the Mathematics Proficiency of 
Learners,（West Visayas State Universityの卒業論文）
